1. Insert square rod into flip mechanism of leg assembly (Figure A).

![Figure A]

2. Place Crossbar over square rod and fit over neck of mechanism on leg assembly and slide against inside of collar (Figure B).

![Figure B]

3. Align holes on underside of Crossbar with threaded holes in underside of mechanism. Thread screws into mechanism (Figure C). **DO NOT TIGHTEN, LEAVE SCREWS SLIGHTLY LOOSE FOR BRACKET ADJUSTMENT WHEN ATTACHING TOP.**

Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 for opposite leg assembly attachment.

![Figure C]

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.
**MODESTY PANEL ATTACHMENT**

Use machine screws to attach modesty hardware to modesty panel (Figure D).

Hang top of assembly on Crossbar, attach lower portion to leg as shown (Figure E).

**TOP PANEL ATTACHMENT TO 60” TOP (USE PAN HEAD SCREWS PROVIDED WITH TOP PANEL)**

Lay top face down on soft surface to prevent scratching.

Turn base assembly over and align bracket slots to pilot holes provided in bottom surface of top panel.

Insert #10 x 3/4” Pan Head screws through slots in bracket and into pilot hole located in bottom surface of top (Figure F). Fasten down with Phillips screwdriver and secure, **DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN SCREWS.**

**Tools (for top attachment)**

Phillips Screwdriver

**Hardware (for top attachment)**

#10 x 3/4” Pan Head Screws 6 (Packed with Top Panel)

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.
6B TOP PANEL ATTACHMENT TO 30” CONCAVE TOP (USE PAN HEAD SCREWS PROVIDED WITH TOP PANEL).
FOLLOWS STEPS FROM 6A
NOTE: DIRECTION OF FRONT AND BACK EDGE

7 TIGHTEN MACHINE SCREWS
Fasten machine screws under crossbar to secure in place.
Reference Step 3

8 FLIP MECHANISM
Turn knob on either end of table, clockwise or counterclockwise to unlock top for rotation.

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.